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ABSTRACT

This document describes how to run the lifelong machine translation system for the WMT evaluation. For this task, the sources have to be uploaded to the BEAT platform available at IDIAP. This guide, dedicated to ALLIES evaluations participants describes how to set up a local BEAT platform in order to develop your own lifelong learning MT system and how to push it to the online platform where the evaluation is to be run. This documentation and all useful files are available on the dedicated evaluation webpage hosted at WMT.

1 Overview of the system and environment

The toolchain developed to evaluate the autonomous systems is described in Figure 1 this toolchain can be described in four parts:

- the input datasets (purple on Figure 1), see section 1.1;
- the four blocks of the system (green on Figure 1 to be modified to include your own system), see section 1.2;
- the user simulation (orange on Figure 1), see section 1.3;
- the evaluation blocks (blue on Figure 1), see section 1.4

Note that input datasets, user simulation and evaluation blocks are fixed and guaranty the reproducibility of the experiments. Participants are free to edit the four blocks of the system in order to include their own code. Once your code is included in this toolchain, the system will run automatically and the BEAT platform is responsible for managing the data exchanges between the different blocks of the architecture. Thus, you dont need to take care about the communication between blocks, especially, the interaction between the system and the user simulation is automatic.

1.1 Datasets

Two different datasets are available: the training data and what we called lifelong data. The training data is used to train the preprocessing system (eventually) and the initial system in a supervised way. Source text along with the translation of all documents included in this set are available at any time during the lifelong MT process. Note that no development data is provided, meaning that it is up to the participants to decide how to split the training data into train and development (if one is needed).
Figure 1: Flowchart of the lifelong learning machine translation system running on the BEAT platform.

The **lifelong** data is available in a sequential manner: each document is processed one after the other to simulate the process along time. This data is unsupervised, meaning that no reference translation is provided (they correspond to the data to translate every day). The system has to provide translations for those documents, that will be used for the evaluation.

1.2 LLMT system

This section describes the four different blocks that compose the LLMT system. The architecture of the system has been developed according to standard machine translation architectures. In order to facilitate the development of your system and to provide a baseline, a complete implementation of a LLMT system using nmtpytorch [1] is provided on the evaluation web page, see [http://www.statmt.org/wmt20/lifelong-learning-task.html](http://www.statmt.org/wmt20/lifelong-learning-task.html) for more details.

General note: the prototypes of the `process` functions must not be changed!

1.2.1 train and apply preprocessing

This block is responsible for preparing the training data. This may include tokenization, learning subword decomposition model, etc. It is also responsible to create the source and target vocabularies that will be used by the system. To do so, the entire training set is available at once (as in standard training protocol). The prepared training data is sent to the `train initial model` (sec. 1.2.2) block while the subword model and vocabularies are sent to the `apply preprocessing` block (sec. 1.2.3).

def process(self, data_loaders, outputs):
    # Get the training data
    data_loader = data_loaders[0]
    for i in range(data_loader.count()):
        (data, _, end_index) = data_loader[i]
        ... data["train_source_raw"].text
        ... data["train_target_raw"].text
        ... data["train_file_info"]
    #Note: setup_for_nmtptorch(data_loaders) does that for you
    #HERE: DO AS MUCH DATA PREPARATION AS YOU WISH
    #Create vocabulary and BPE or SPM model
    data_dict_tok, src_vocab, trg_vocab, subword_model =
    preprocess(data_dict, self.source_language, self.target_language, self.min_freq, self.short_list)

    data_dict_pickle = pickle.dumps(data_dict_tok).decode("latin1")

    #Write all the necessary outputs
    outputs[\'train_data_tokenized\'].write({\'text\':data_dict_pickle}, end_index)
    outputs[\'source_vocabulary\'].write({\'text\':src_vocab}, end_index)
    outputs[\'target_vocabulary\'].write({\'text\':trg_vocab}, end_index)
    outputs[\'subword_model\'].write({\'text\':subword_model}, end_index)
    # always return True, it signals BEAT to continue processing
    return True
1.2.2 Train initial model

The initial training of the system is implemented in the file algorithms/loicbarrault/mt_train_model/1.py. The process method is the main one. From this method you can access all the training data from the train_preprocessing block. This block outputs a model.

```python
# this will be called each time the sync'd input has more data available to be processed
def process(self, inputs, data_loaders, outputs):
    data_dict = pickle.loads(data["train_data"].text.encode("latin1"))

    # #HERE: USE YOUR SOFTWARE FUNCTIONS TO TRAIN A MODEL
    # The model is Pickled with torch.save() and converted into a 1D-array of uint8
    # Pass the model to the next block
    outputs["model"]["value"] = model
    return True, it signals BEAT to continue processing
```

The data is available through the data_loader. In the provided baseline system, the processing consists of tokenizing the data with Moses tokenizers [2], train and apply a BPE model with subword_nmt [3]. As for previous block, the output is written in the corresponding variable.

1.2.3 Apply preprocessing

The apply preprocessing’s algorithm is defined in the process function of the algorithm in algorithms/loicbarrault/mt_apply_preprocessing/1.py. The aim is to preprocess the lifelong data similarly to the training data using the vocabularies and subword models trained in the train preprocessing block.

The documents from the lifelong learning corpus are provided one after the other in the input parameter. Other information from previous blocks is available from the data_loaders as before.

```python
# this will be called each time the sync’d input has more data available to be processed
def process(self, inputs, data_loaders, outputs):
    #Get the information from previous block,
    #NOTE: this should be done only once and stored in instance variable
    if self.src_bpe is None or self.trg_bpe is None:
        # Source and target vocabularies from the train_preprocessing block
        self.src_bpe = BPE(data["source_vocabulary"][text]
        self.trg_bpe = BPE(data["target_vocabulary"][text]
        # Source and target BPE objects to separate text into subwords units
        subword_model = io.StringIO(data["subword_model"][text]
        self.src_bpe = BPE(subword_model, vocab=self.src_vocab)  
        self.trg_bpe = BPE(subword_model, vocab=self.trg_vocab)

    # Accessing lifelong data, one document at a time
    lifelong_source_raw = inputs["lifelong_source_raw"][text]
    lifelong_target_raw = inputs["lifelong_target_raw"][text]

    #HERE: APPLY THE PREPROCESSING TO THE DOCUMENT
    lifelong_source_tok = ...
    lifelong_target_tok = ...

    #Write all the necessary outputs
    outputs["lifelong_source_tokenized"]["text"] = lifelong_source_tok
    outputs["lifelong_target_tokenized"]["text"] = lifelong_target_tok

    # always return True, it signals BEAT to continue processing
    return True
```

1.2.4 Lifelong learning loop

This block receives the initial model from the mt_train_initial_model block (sec. 1.2.2) and process all files from the lifelong dataset provided by the apply preprocessing block, one at a time. This block has access to the whole training dataset and may store every processed document in memory in order to re-use it for further adaptation and/or any processing of your choice.
The output of this block is the translated document. This hypothesis might be obtained by simply translating the source document with the actual model (this is what the baseline model does). Eventually, you will plug your favorite unsupervised/semi-supervised or supervised adaptation scheme to create a better model before translating the document.

This module has also access to the user simulation (sec. 1.3) from which the system can get reference translation for some segments in order to provide the best possible output.

### 1.3 User simulation

This module simulates the human in the loop. It receives requests from your system and provides answers to them. The requests and messages to the human are implemented in the *lifelong loop* block as dictionaries as follows:

```python
request = {
    "request_type": "reference",
    "file_id": '{}/'.format(file_id),
    "sentence_id": np.uint32(0)
}

message_to_user = {
    "file_id": file_id,  # ID of the file the question is related to
    "hypothesis": current_hypothesis[request["sentence_id"]],
    "system_request": request,  # the question for the human in the loop
}
```

As for now, only one type of request is available namely 'reference'. This asks the user simulation to provide a correct translation for sentence number *sentence_id* from document *file_id*.

The answers are also a dict (see below) and can be obtained with the *validate* method as follows.

```python
answer = {
    "answer": {
        "value": self.reference.text[sent_id],
        "response_type": "reference",
        "file_id": self.file_info.file_id,
        "sentence_id": sent_id
    }
}
```

#Get the answer from the user simulation
human_assisted_learning, user_answer = loop_channel.validate(message_to_user)

Asking for human assistance is not free and will result in a penalisation of the system score, as described in sec. 1.4.

### 1.4 Evaluation

The evaluation is performed in the *mt_evaluation* and *BLEU_collate* blocks. The first block is aimed at collecting scoring statistics for the document being currently processed. In our case, it will correspond to the BLEU modified n-gram precisions. The second block will aggregate those statistics along with the penalisation in order to provide a final score for the system.

Each time the user simulation is asked for help, a penalisation is calculated based on the request. The final penalised score $S_{pen}$ corresponds to the following score:

$$S_{pen} = S_{adapt} + (S_{imp} - S_{cor})$$

with $S_{adapt}$ being the score of the adapted system and $S_{imp}$ and $S_{cor}$ are the scores of this system where all sentences requested to the user simulation are considered entirely wrong and correct, respectively. Note that in the case of BLEU, the brevity penalty is not impacted by this calculation, only the correct n-gram counts will be decreased proportionally to the sentence requested for translation. For more details, see [4].

### 2 How to setup a local platform for system development

#### 2.1 Install

Installing the system require to have a working conda environment.

Then, the baseline system is available in the following repository: [https://github.com/loicbarrault/allies_llmt_beat](https://github.com/loicbarrault/allies_llmt_beat).

Simply install using the *install.bash* script

---

1https://docs.conda.io/en/latest/
2.2 Data

The data is available here: https://github.com/loicbarrault/allies_llmt_data. Simply follow the guidelines to recreate the data.

Update the root folder at the bottom of the file allies_llmt_beat/beat/databases/allies-mt-internal/1.json with the path to the repository allies_llmt_data/<language-pair> directory (replace <language-pair> by the desired language pair, i.e. en-fr or en-de).

2.3 Run

Run the system with the following command:

```
beat --prefix /path/to/git/allies_llmt_beat/beat exp run loicbarrault/loicbarrault/translation_ll_dev/1/translation_ll_dev
```

2.4 Schedule

- Deadline for final system submission July 31, 2020
- System description due by October 10, 2020
- Online Conference: November 19-20, 2020
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